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Abstract
This study aims to audit radiation doses of adult patients who underwent common diagnostic X-ray
examinations and compare dose area product (DAP) values with the established International Diagnostic
Reference Level (IDRLs). Retrospective cross-sectional records of 339-patients who underwent 699-
radiographic examinations between October 2018 and March 2019 were obtained. Patient-related factors,
exposure, and DAP data were recorded for the six most common examinations. The mean and 75th
percentile of DAPs were recorded and compared to IDRLs values. The 75th percentiles of the locally
measured DAPs were below IDRLs for all examinations except for lateral lumbar, AP, and lateral thoracic
spine, in which DAP-75th-percentile exceeded all IDRLs by up to 40.7%, 2.8%, 365.5%, respectively.
Considering the type of detector used, the mean of the locally measured DAPs significantly exceeded the UK
DRLs for the lateral thoracic spine and lateral lumbar spine. Locally measured DAP values were below the
IDRLs except for thoracic and lumbar spine projections, which significantly exceeded.

Categories: Radiology
Keywords: dose-area product, patient-based dose, common radiographic examination, digital radiology systems,
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Introduction
Plain radiography is a valuable and most cost-effective technique for diagnosis and screening purposes in
medicine to begin a procedure with, constituting the largest contribution worldwide compared to all other
diagnostic imaging examinations, and accounting for 53% of all imaging procedures reported in England
between the year of 2018-2019 [1]. However, the major disadvantage is the radiation risks associated with
the use of X-ray exposure. Thus, all the individual medical exposures should be justified and optimized in
terms of imaging acquisition parameters, in order for the net benefits to greatly outweigh any potential risks
of health side effects [2,3]. Radiation dose assessment is considered as an important aspect of dose
management for patients undergoing radiographic examinations to determine the radiation exposure
received and to improve the awareness of risks associated with small levels of ionizing radiation and the
high dose differences reported among patients receiving the same form of radiography examinations [4]. To
control the excessive dose to the patient, the Task Group 116 (American Association of Physicists in
Medicine) identified a method of providing feedback, in the form of a standard index, to operators of digital
radiographic systems, which reflects the adequacy of the exposure that has reached the detector after every
exposure event [5]. It is of high priority and importance for the quality system of all types of radiographic
imaging to reduce the radiation risk without compromising clinical efficiency [6] and to monitor the actual
radiation dose in and across radiology departments utilizing suitable and well-defined procedures [7].

A guideline for optimal radiation dose must be followed to reduce the radiation risk to the patient. The
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has approved the use of the Diagnostic
Reference Level (DRL) to protect patients from radiation risk [8,9]. DRL is defined as the absorbed dose in air,
or tissue-equivalent material at the surface of a simple phantom or a representative patient, which was
derived from a threshold (75th percentile) that is selected from the distribution of dose estimates obtained
locally and collected regionally or nationally [10]. Both the ICRP [9] and the National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements (NCRP) [11] recommend the use of the 75th percentile value as a national
DRL. The appropriate use of the DRL method relies on the maximum possible uniformity of the patient size
and the radiography procedure [12]. According to Charnock et al. (2013) [13], the DRL process is well-known
to optimize radiation exposure for patients while maintaining image quality of diagnostic value, and to
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identify large doses that do not substantially relate to the clinical outcome of medical imaging
examinations.

In surveys performed to acquire dose information for different procedures, it is important to identify
radiation doses that are too low as well as too high, as both may have consequences for the patient [10].
Periodic comparison of local dose values to international DRL may uncover unusual dose creep or
overexposure conditions for common radiographic procedures and therefore, provide a practical framework
for quality improvement by promoting the need for corrective actions to be implemented when good practice
is not applied, and for radiation protection optimization [10,14]. As a radiation dose descriptor, the dose
area product (DAP) is a multiplication product between the patient exposed surface skin area in square
centimeters or square meters and the surface radiation dose received in Grays [9,10]. The new digital
radiographic machines allow the direct measurement of DAP values via the incorporation of a specific
ionizing chamber mounted on the X-ray tube collimator surface [15].

Dosimetric DAP values auditing may help to achieve the optimization pillar of radiation protection (i.e., the
procedure is performed at an optimized level with respect to the amount of radiation used) by ensuring the
compliance of local health facilities with established national or international DRL for a standard diagnostic
procedure (i.e., radiography), standard-sized patients, and for broadly defined types of equipment such as
digital radiographic machines [8-10].

A detailed study to retrospectively review the DAP readings and technical parameters range for the plain
radiography here in a local tertiary hospital are still missing or not done yet. Therefore, this work has been
carried out to retrospectively review and audit the DAP readings for adult patients who underwent common
diagnostic X-ray examinations performed using two digital radiographic units of a single hospital. This study
further reports a comparison between the locally audited DAPs and the established international DRL.

Materials And Methods
Patient and examinations
A retrospective dose survey was conducted between October 2018 and March 2019; during which 5,634
diagnostic radiographic examinations encompassing six common X-ray procedures and a total of 10
individual projections were performed. Of the 5,634 examinations, a representative sample of 699
examinations for 339 adult patients (151 male, 188 female) were selected through non-probability
convenience sampling and based on infinite/required sample size estimation technique described in [16].
The X-ray examinations/projections included were chest posterior-anterior (PA), chest lateral, cervical spine
anterior-posterior (AP), cervical spine lateral, Thoracic spine AP, lumbar spine AP, lumbar spine lateral,
pelvis AP, abdomen AP.

Inclusion criteria included protocoled adult examinations as defined in the Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine (DICOM) header via the radiology information system (RIS) (Centricity RIS-i
6).

For each patient, demographic (age, gender), and anatomical (weight, height, body mass index (BMI)) data
were obtained from the hospital information system (HIS) (Bestcare 2.0 A). For each examination, exposure
[tube voltage (kVp), mAs factor (Milliamperage (mA)-Exposure time (s)], geometrical [source to image
distance (SID)], and acquisition mode [manual, automatic exposure control (AEC)] were exported from the
DICOM structure report. The dosimetric [dose area product (DAP)] data was obtained from the electronically
collimated and cropped displayed radiograph that is used for review by radiologists.

Radiography equipment
The study was conducted at a single educational and tertiary hospital. The examinations were performed in
two X-ray rooms, with Philips SMI DigitalDiagnost 2.0.x Dual Detector TH/VS digital radiography (DR)
systems (Philips Medical Systems, Hamburg, Germany). Both systems are equipped with X-ray Tube housing
assembly encompassing Permanent Filtration: 2.5 mm Al at 75 kVp, Nominal Voltage: 150 kV. No added
filtration was utilized for the selected examinations.

To ensure the consistency of the equipment performance, the reliability and reproducibility of the exposure
and the dosimetric parameters; the data was obtained immediately after the completion of the annual
quality control (QC) testing for both machines. The two radiographic machines have passed the annual QC
survey, which included visual inspections, and tests for generator, collimation, table/wall Bucky, resolution,
uniformity, artifacts, ghost image, aliasing/grid, AEC circuit, and DAP verification test.

Ethical consideration
This study was conducted after obtaining an institutional review board (IRB) approval from the local
authority, and data were collected after obtaining a permission from the radiology department head.
Anonymity and confidentiality were maintained via linking each selected examination to an assigning
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reference number and keeping the collected data in a secure and encrypted Excel file.

Statistical analysis
Initial descriptive statistics (means (µ), standard deviations (σ), ranges, percentages) were generated to
examine demographics, technical parameters, and DAP values variations among projections. The 75th-
percentile of locally recorded DAPs were calculated and compared to IDRLs values range, which was
acquired from digital and computed radiographic systems of five different countries [12,17-22]. The
percentage 75th-percentile DAP differences were defined as:

was used to describe DAP changes between the local measurement and the maximum values of IDRLs range.

For each projection, correlation between BMI, exposure parameters and DAP values was performed by first,
examining data distribution normality using Shapiro-Wilk test and second, Pearson's correlation test is used
to examine the association between the continuous variables.

Using one sample t-test and general linear model univariate analysis with BMI as a covariate; a focused-
analysis considering comparisons among digital radiographic systems only was performed to examine the
difference between the locally measured DAP means and the 2012-published UK DRL data [21], in which the
DAP mean for lateral chest was not indicated. Statistical tests were conducted at a significance level of 0.05.

Results
Patients' characteristics and technical parameters for the selected examinations are shown in Table 1. Of a
sample of 339-adult patients and a total of 699-radiographic examinations of 10 projections; 138 (19.7%)
were chest x-rays (PA 71; lateral 67), 137 (19.6%) were cervical spine x-rays (AP 68; lateral 69), 50 (7.2%)
were thoracic spine X-rays (AP 25; lateral 25), 287 (41.1%) were lumbar spine X-rays (AP 144; lateral 143), 32
(4.6%) were AP abdominal X-rays, and 55 (7.9%) were AP pelvis X-rays.

δ75thpercintile

= 100 ( 75thpercintil −Maximun75thpercintile(LocalDAPs) e(IDRLDAPs)

Maximum75thpercintile
(IDRLDAPs)

)
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Examination Projection
(number)

Patient characteristics Technical parameters

Age mean
(year)/SD

BMI mean
(kg/m2)/SD

kVp
mean/(range)

mAs
mean/(range)

SID mean
(cm)/(range)

Chest

PA (n = 71) 44.9/19.3 28.4/7.45 125.00 1.5/(0.40-3.70) 174.48/(149.90-
179.50)

Lateral (n = 67) 45.2/19.5 28.8/7.4 125.00 5.29/(0.25-19.70) 176.3/9.7 (118.8-
183.2)

Cervical
spine

AP (n = 68) 50.7/13.7 30.6/6 70.22/(70.00-
85.00) 8.12/(1.90-25.00) 152.51/(99.90-

185.20)

Lateral (n = 69) 50.2/14.4 30.45/6 77.72/(77.00-
85.00) 6.23/(1.00-24.80) 153.44/(96.70-

179.50)

Thoracic
spine

AP (n = 25) 52.80/18.8 27.8/9.8 77.16/(77.00-
81.00)

17.16/(3.20-
62.90)

116.72/(100.00-
158.50)

Lateral (n = 25) 50.92/20 28.03/10.3 72.08/(66.00-
85.00)

114.40/(9.90-
249.90)

121.69/(99.90-
178.10)

Lumbar
Spine

AP (n = 144) 52.35/15.4 30.5/6.3 77.78/(77.00-
125.00)

49.74/(2.20-
308.80)

128.80/(96.70-
179.30)

Lateral (n = 144) 52.35/15.4 30.5/6.3 85.34/(66.00-
91.00)

85.85/(5.00-
249.80)

129.65/(96.70-
179.30)

Abdomen AP (n = 32) 48.84/17.1 27.42/4.5 77.00 20.18/(4.60-
66.00)

120.00/(100.00-
147.30)

Pelvis AP (n = 55) 43.73/22.7 27.32/7.5 79.89/(73.00-
81.00)

21.92/(2.60-
268.50)

120.85/(92.50-
178.10)

TABLE 1: Demographics, and key technical parameters.
PA: posterior-anterior; AP: anterior-posterior; SID: source to image distance.

The subjects’ age range in years per examination and for all projections are 12-89 for chest, 13-83 for
cervical spine, 12-83 for thoracic spine, 17-86 for lumbar spine, 18-79 for abdomen, and 12-87 for pelvis X-

rays. The subjects’ BMI range (kg/m2) per examination and for all projections are 14.03-55.5 for chest, 18.6-
47.8 for cervical spine, 18.6-52 for thoracic spine, 16.6-48 for lumbar spine, 17.1-37.3 for abdomen, and 14.4-
46.4 for pelvis X-rays. 

The kVps for the selected examinations and for all projections are 125 kV for chest, 70-85 kV for cervical
spine, 66-85 kV for thoracic spine, 66-125 kV for lumbar spine, 77 kV for abdomen, and 73-81 for pelvis X-
rays. The mAs range for the selected examinations and for all projections are 0.25-19.7 for chest, 1-25 for
cervical spine 3.2-249.9 for thoracic spine, 2.2-308.8 for lumbar spine, 4.6-66 for abdomen, and 2.6-268.5 for
pelvis X-rays. The SID range (cm) for the selected examinations and for all projections are 118.8-183.2 for
chest, 96.7-185.2 for cervical spine, 99.90-178.10 for thoracic spine, 96.7-179.3 for lumbar spine, 100-147.3
for abdomen, and 92.5-178.1 for pelvis X-rays. 

The distribution of DAP values for the selected examinations and per projection are illustrated in Figure 1.
The supporting numerical data (µ and σ) is listed in Table 4. Compared to chest and cervical spine x-rays, a
wider dispersion and increased variability was observed and evidenced by a larger standard deviation for
thoracic spine (lateral σ = 391.55), lumbar spine (AP σ = 160.82; lateral σ = 368.34), abdomen (σ = 123.93),
and pelvis (σ = 223.76).
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FIGURE 1: DAPs variations among examinations/projections.
PA: posterior-anterior; AP: anterior-posterior; DAP: dose area product.

Pearson's correlation results are listed in Table 2. First, BMI demonstrated a statistically significant and
positive correlation with DAP values for all X-ray examinations regardless of the projection (P < 0.0001 for
chest PA and lateral; P = 0.004 for cervical spine AP and P = 0.02 for cervical spine lateral; P < 0.0001 for
thoracic spine AP and P = 0.005 for thoracic spine lateral; P < 0.0001 for lumbar spine, abdomen, and pelvic
examinations). Second, mAs demonstrated a statistically significant and positive correlation with DAP
values for all X-ray examinations regardless of the projection (P < 0.0001 for all examinations). Third, kVp
demonstrated: (a) statistically significant and positive correlation with DAP values for lateral cervical and
thoracic X-ray examinations (P < 0.0001; P = 0.009, respectively), and (b) statistically significant and
negative correlation with DAP values for lateral lumbar X-ray examinations (P < 0.0001). Fourth, there is no
correlation between SID and DAP values of all examinations.
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 Examination Projection (number) Pearson correlation BMI mAs kVp SID

DAP

Chest

PA (71)
Coefficient r 0.68 0.91 - -0.15

P-value <0.0001 <0.0001 - 0.2

Lateral (67)
Coefficient r 0.73 0.88 - 0.19

P-value <0.0001 <0.0001 - 0.1

Cervical spine

AP (68)
Coefficient r 0.35 0.77 0.15 0.05

P-value 0.004 <0.0001 0.2 0.7

Lateral (69)
Coefficient r 0.29 0.86 0.51 0.17

P-value 0.02 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.19

Thoracic spine

AP (25)
Coefficient r 0.88 0.95 0.15 0.29

P-value <0.0001 <0.0001 0.49 0.17

Lateral (25)
Coefficient r 0.56 0.94 0.51 0.22

P-value 0.005 <0.0001 0.009 0.33

Lumbar spine

AP (144)
Coefficient r 0.70 0.84 0.11 0.1

P-value <0.0001 <0.0001 0.2 0.26

Lateral (143)
Coefficient r 0.36 0.85 -0.37 -0.08

P-value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.44

Abdomen AP (32)
Coefficient r 0.75 0.94 - -0.16

P-value <0.0001 <0.0001 - 0.38

Pelvis AP (55)
Coefficient r 0.76 0.93 0.13 -0.11

P-value <0.0001 <0.0001 0.34 0.4

TABLE 2: Correlation of DAPs vs anatomical (BMI), exposure (mAs, kVp), and geometrical (SID)
parameters.
PA: posterior-anterior; AP: anterior-posterior; DAP: dose area product; SID: source to image distance.

The main results of DAPs 75th percentiles are listed in Table 3. First, the 75th percentiles of the locally
measured DAPs were below IDRLs 75th percentiles for chest, cervical spine, lumbar spine (AP), abdomen,
and pelvis examinations. Second, the 75th percentiles of the locally measured DAPs exceeded the maximum
range of IDRLs 75th percentiles for thoracic spine [AP (2.8%), lateral (365.5%)], and lateral lumber spine
(40%) X-rays. When the type of detector is considered, and without statistically adjusting for BMI, the mean
of the locally measured DAPs significantly exceeded the UK DRLs for the following examinations: Lateral
thoracic spine (P < 0.0001), AP and lateral lumbar spine (P < 0.0001), as listed in (Table 4). This significant
increase still exists even after statistically controlling for BMI [lateral thoracic (P < 0.0001), AP and lateral
lumbar spine (P < 0.0001), as listed in Table 4, and illustrated in Figure 2.
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Examination
Projection
(number)

Local DAP audit IDRLs
δ75th Percentile 

(%) 75th percentile

(cGy.cm2)

95% confidence interval for the 75 th

percentile

75th percentile (range)

(cGy.cm2)

Chest
PA (n = 71) 8.84 (7.32-10.93) (10-30) -70.5

Lateral (n = 67) 32.48 (28.18-39.89) 60 -45.9

Cervical
spine

AP (n = 68) 12.27 (10.30-17.18) (15-40) -69.3

Lateral (n = 69) 11.04 (9.07-15.77) (15-40) -72.4

Thoracic
spine

AP (n = 25) 123.34 (71.54-146.11) (100-120) 2.8

Lateral (n = 25) 698.25 (603.35-1066.20) (140-150) 365.5

Lumbar
spine

AP (n = 144) 253.78 (212.54-305.70) (15-300) -15.4

Lateral (n = 144) 633.09 (491.31-722.16) (250-450) 40.7

Abdomen AP (n = 32) 197.85 (143.90-297.82) (250-275) -28.1

Pelvis AP (n = 55) 172.79 (128.70-318.58) (220-350) -50.6

      = Increase IDRLs = International Dose Reference Levels of 5 countries  
δ75th Percentile=100 75th PercentileLocal DAPs - Maximum 75th Percentile IDRL DAPsMaximum 75th percentileIDRL DAPs 

TABLE 3: Comparison of the local DAP audit vs IDRLs.
DAP: dose area product; IDRL: International Diagnostic Reference Level; PA: posterior-anterior; AP: anterior-posterior.

Examination Projection
(number)

Local DAP audit
UK DRL

Before controlling for BMI After controlling for BMI

Mean
(cGy.cm2)

Standard
deviation P-value

Mean
(cGy.cm2)

Standard
deviation P-value

Mean
(cGy.cm2)

Chest
PA (71) 7.3 3.22 0.075 7.09 23.28 0.74 8

Lateral (67) 25.54 17.12 - 25.59 23.38 - -

Cervical
spine

AP (68) 11.61 14.81 0.013 11.54 22.49 0.1 7

Lateral (69) 13.11 17.42 0.96 13.22 22.33 0.76 13

Thoracic
spine

AP (25) 72.83 50.43 0.22 72.83 36.83 0.09 60

Lateral (25) 501.21 391.55 <0.0001 482.49 37.19 <0.0001 120

Lumbar
spine

AP (144) 194.22 160.82 <0.0001 197.38 15.53 <0.0001 130

Lateral (143) 434.79 368.34 <0.0001 428.93 15.59 <0.0001 210

Abdomen AP (32) 158.81 123.94 0.07 163.16 33.05 <0.0001 200

Pelvis AP (55) 162.23 223.77 0.95 154.54 26.02 0.13 160

TABLE 4: Focused-analysis of flat panel-based digital radiographic systems only: comparisons of
local DAPs vs UK DRL.
PA: posterior-anterior; AP: anterior-posterior; DAP: dose area product; DRL: Diagnostic Reference Level.
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FIGURE 2: Focused-analysis of flat panel-based digital radiographic
systems only: comparisons of local DAPs vs UK DRL (adjusted for
BMI).
PA: posterior-anterior; AP: anterior-posterior; DAP: dose area product; DRL: Diagnostic Reference Level.

Discussion
The primary findings of this study are that compared to chest, cervical spine, abdomen, and pelvis X-rays;
lateral thoracic and lumbar spine examinations show: (a) wider dispersion and increased DAP values
variability, (b) an increase in DAPs 75th percentile by 365.5% for lateral thoracic and 40% for lateral lumber
X-rays, relative to the maximum range of IDRLs 75th percentiles, (c) an increase in mean DAP values (before
and after adjusting for BMI), relative to DAPs UK DRLs of digital radiographic detectors/systems only.

A wide variation of the tube load (mAs) selected was observed for different patients’ BMI and for thoracic
spine (lateral), lumbar spine (AP, lateral) and pelvis examinations in particular. Such variation in addition to
the positive correlation between mAs and DAPs may explain the increased DAPs variability seen in Figure 1
for these examinations (σ = 391.55; 160.82; 368.34; 223.76, respectively). Compared to IDRLs and as listed in
Table 3 and Table 4, the marked increase in the DAP 75th percentile and mean observed in lateral thoracic
spine and lumbar spine examinations could be attributed to the selection of high mAs technique and wide-
field size. This significant increase still exists even after statistically controlling for BMI, and also
considering the type of radiographic system (i.e., flat-panel based digital radiographic systems), which is
reflective of either poor calibration regarding the programmed reference exposure technique via AEC system
or suboptimal technologists’ practices with regards to the choice of radiographic technique (i.e., mAs) or
oversized collimation.

The high mAs technique seen for lateral lumbar and thoracic examination could be due to inaccuracy in the
manufactures’ defaulted and programmed reference exposure technique or inaccurate manual adjustment of
exposure factors by the radiology technologist in response to variations in patient size that exceeded the
recommended exposure technique provided by the manufacturers, which can lead to an increase in the
incident dose and therefore a dose creep or overexposure that can easily go unnoticed [23-26].

In this study and for all radiographic examinations included, the actual field size was not retrievable owing to
the unavailability of the field collimation details in the DICOM header of each image and the possible
improper electronic collimation, which may have hidden the actual field dimension of the irradiated body
part [24]. Possible systematic patient overexposure due to poor collimation practices may have been
concealed with the use of the electronically collimated radiograph for diagnosis [24,27-30]. However, it
cannot be determined whether the marked increase in the DAP values observed in lateral thoracic spine and
lumbar spine examinations is attributable to high dose value or a large field size or both, as field size
information is unavailable. 

The limitations of this study include (a) the image quality was not evaluated to better apply the as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA) principle; so, future studies need to be conducted in which DAP and image
quality are both investigated in order to develop and maintain a proper radiation protection culture in
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diagnostic radiography, (b) since the field collimation data are unrecorded in the DICOM header and/or
concealed by the cropped image, it is difficult to differentiate whether the DAPs differences relative to IDRLs
are due to high dose value secondary to improper technical factor selection or oversized collimation, or both;
therefore, reconfiguration of the DICOM structure report are recommended in which the field size
dimensions are automatically registered and stored. Moreover, radiologists are encouraged to use the
original radiograph for review and interpretation in order to detect any occasional overexposure of patients
secondary to poor collimation practices, as using electronically cropped radiographs for review may hide a
possible oversized collimation, which can lead to a systematic patients’ overexposure that can go unnoticed
[24,29].

In this study, the retrospective dose audit is carried out to evaluate the current dose details on common
radiographic examinations. The mean and 75th percentile DAP data reported herein are obtained from two
digital X-ray units of a single hospital. Such data could be used as a preliminary effort to initiate the
establishment of regional DRLs (if not existed) and as a reference for future local DAPs audit comparison.
Although the image quality is not evaluated in this study; the wide DAPs variation recorded particularly for
lateral thoracic and lumber X-ray examinations is an indication that considerable dosage decrease may well
be achieved while maintaining an acceptable image quality [31]. Thus, the radiology department and the
imaging staff are encouraged to make the necessary effort to optimise their examination protocols and
collimation practices in order to avoid unnecessary exposure to patients by maintaining the dose as low as
reasonably achievable, while keeping the image quality at an acceptable level.

Conclusions
Locally measured DAP values were below the IDRLs except for thoracic and lumbar spine projections, which
exceeded. Future dosimetric reassessment is recommended after (a) optimizing the protocol of these
projections to ensure that DAP values are back within the IDRLs range, (b) calibrating the manufactures’
AEC system to optimize the programmed reference exposure technique for thoracic and lumbar spine
examinations, (c) reconfiguration of DICOM structure report to automatically record the actual radiation
field size, and (d) ensuring optimal collimation practices via increasing the awareness towards the
systematic overexposure risk associated with electronic collimation, and the need to use the original images
for review and interpretation, which can help uncovering the occasional oversized collimation errors that
can be concealed when the masked or cropped images are solely used for interpretation. This study may
serve as a baseline reference for future research in which both dose and image quality are examined for
optimization purposes, to ensure patient safety, and to develop and maintain an optimal radiation
protection culture in diagnostic radiography.
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